It’s been said actions speak louder than words. And employers who only say employees are valued, gain far less credibility, respect and dedication than those who provide top-tier workwear for their people. Let’s take a closer look at why.

WORKWEAR GOES HAND-IN-HAND WITH EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION AND RETENTION.

HERE’S HOW.
How does workwear positively impact employee attitude and performance?

It makes sense. If the clothes I’m wearing fit right, are able to stretch, move and give me the room I need to do my job better, I’m going to be grateful and more committed to the employer who provided them. If I’m happy with what I’m wearing, chances are I’ll take more pride in the job I’m doing.

How can workwear improve job satisfaction?

The fact that well-made, comfortable, sharp-looking clothing boosts morale is hardly a new idea. For centuries, military leaders have known that smart and functional dress directly relates to esprit de corps. Offering quality workwear not only signifies that an individual is an essential and valued team member, it also says they’ve earned the right to join the group. It is visual confirmation they truly belong.

That vote of confidence goes a long way toward building pride and confidence to do what needs to be done, and to do it better than they would have otherwise. There is also a financial benefit. Offering quality workwear relieves the pressure of buying several different outfits, and having to decide what to wear on the job.

As an employee, when I start the day, I’m reminded the company values me enough to provide high-quality gear, I in turn feel good about myself. That pride inevitably shows in the quality of my work. It says, ‘I belong here, I’m valued and I’m proud to represent the company for giving me that.’ So I’m willing to work harder and smarter, and I’m far less likely to leave the company that gave me that sense of belonging.
What’s important when choosing workwear?

As you probably already know, it’s not enough to simply pick colors and styles and start ordering. Workwear is a tool and should be selected with the same care. If my job requires bending, stretching, or swinging a hammer, the gear I wear should enable/enhance that performance. They need to be built to work as hard as I do.

If extreme heat, bitter cold, fire protection, chemical resistance, dissipating moisture, or repelling rain are the conditions I face, I need my gear to do the same. It stands to reason, the better it performs, the better I will. And the longer it lasts, the longer my job satisfaction will last with it. It’s hard to argue with the fact that the less time and money spent replacing workwear – and employees – the better off the company’s financial health will be.

Chances are if a study were done, there’d be a direct correlation between the quality of employee workwear and employee retention over time. Until such a study is conducted, savvy employers are putting their money where it can do the most good for their bottom line – squarely on the backs of their workers.

Carhartt head-to-toe workwear solutions combine superior looks with the ultimate in durability and performance. The huge range of apparel lines spans every specialized need from high-vis to flame resistance and every imaginable condition and task your people will face. Customize to your company, your crew and the job at hand.